Goals and objectives.
Competitions are held for the purpose of leisure activities of young people,
promotion of healthy lifestyles and mass sports, the formation of high moral and
physical qualities, comprehensive development of personality, strengthening of
friendship between athletes from different countries and the development of
international contacts, improve the level of sports skills, promote the style of
Kyokushin karate-do, identify the strongest athletes.
Dates and venue.
Venue
Arrival of teams
The credentials
Committee
registration of
participants
Conference of
representatives of the
participating
countries
Meeting of judges
on the kata
Meeting of judges
by Kumite
Welcome dinner
Day of competitions

Departure to hotel
Sayonara
Dan – test promotion
(1-5 dan)
Departure of the
teams

Moscow "Palace of Sports «Dynamo» in Krylatskoye "
4 of October 2019
5 of October
Starts at 10:00 - ends at 12:00
Hotel Izmailovo «Gamma-Delta»
Izmailovo highway 71, building 2Б
5 of October
Starts at 10.00- ends at 11.30
Hotel Izmailovo «Gamma-Delta»
5 of October
Starts at 12.00 - ends at 13.00 judges
on the kata.
Hotel Izmailovo «Gamma-Delta»
5 of October
13.00-14.00 judges
by Kumite
Hotel Izmailovo «Gamma-Delta»
Starts at 20.00
6 of October
08.00 Buses for participants.
09.00 Arrival at the Palace of sports
09.30 Meeting of judges at the kata. The draw for the athletes
10.00 The beginning of competition on kata (2 tatami)
11.30 The beginning of competition in Kumite (3 tatami)
15.00 Opening ceremony
Fights ½ finals, Finals (1 tatami)
18.00 Awarding, closing
Moscow "Palace of Sports «Dynamo» in Krylatskoye"
19.00
Srarts at 21.00. The hotel Izmaylovo "VEGA»
Izmailovo highway 71, building 3B
7 of October
Srarts at 10.00 – ends at 14.00
Moscow, Aviamotornaya str., 40. Palace of sports. I. Yarygina
7-8 of October

Organizer of competitions.
The sixth Kyokushin Karate world Cup is held under the auspices Of the
International Kyokushin Karate Union (International Karate-do Organization
«Kyokushin kaikan Union»).
The direct management, organization and holding of the 6th world Cup is
carried out by "Kyokushin Karate Union of Russia", accepts applications of judges
and forms an international panel of judges (formed from the delegates of the teams
participating in the competition).
Chief arbitrator-Yasuhiro Shichinohe (Japan)
Chief justice- Alexander Karamyshev (Russia)
Competitors
Allowed teams of national organizations Kyokushin karate-members of the
international Union of Kyokushin karate (International Kyokushin Karate-do Union),
admiting the international rules Kyokushin karate-do.
From among the existing dojo, from the country, a single team is formed. In a
team is allowed no more than three athletes in one weight category from the country.
In the team of the country hosting the competition is allowed no more than four
athletes in one weight category.
In the absence of fighters of International Kyokushin Karate-do Union, the
organizers allow fighters from other federations.
For competitions in the discipline of Kumite allowed fighters who turned 18
years old, to compete in kata fighters who turned 16 years old.
An athlete exceeding the weight specified in the application by more than 5 kg is
allowed for fights with the remark Genten - 1.
A fighter who is not included in his weight category according to the results of
weighing is not allowed to compete.
Team composition by country:
Official representative of the delegation of the country - 1 person
Head coach - 1 person
Second (trainer) - 3 people
Doctor - 1 person
Judge - according to the application team.
Dojo - operators are part of the delegation only in included positions : official
representative of the country, head coach, trainer, doctor, judge.
The said officials, in the indicated quantity, together with the fighters will get
access to the competition hall.
Spectators:
Guests not included in the official delegation are spectators.
Regulation KUMITE.

Competitions are held according to the rules of the international Kyokushin
karate-do Union.

Men

-70;,-80;,-90;, 90+

2+2 weight +2

3+2 weight +2

Significant
difference in
weight in case of
a draw
5 kg and more

Women

-55

2+2 weight +2

3+2 weight +2

3 kg and more

Women

-65;, 65+

2+2 weight +2

3+2 weight +2

5 kg and more

Veterans
36-40 years
old :
Veterans
41-45 years:
Veterans
46+ years:

- 80;, 80+

2+1 weight +1

2+2 weight +1

5 kg and more

2+1 weight +1

2+2 weight +1

5 kg and more

2+1 weight +1

2+2 weight +1

5 kg and more

Age group

Battle formula
Preliminary fights
Semi-final and
final fights

Weight category

- 80;, 80+
open weight
category

The equipment of athletes
Equipment
Group

Gloves

Shin/instep
guards

×
×

×
×

○

○

Men
Women
Veterans

Groin guards

Helmet

○
▲

×
×

○

▲

Breast
guards

Mouse
piece

×

▲

○

▲

×

▲

.
Legend:

○

– obligatory

▲

-option

×

– prohibition

Notes:
 The color of T-shirt under Dogi is only white for female
competitors;
 No T-shirts under Dogi for male competitors;
 No plate-type of breast guards;
 Long hair should be collected, it is forbidden to use metal or
plastic (and other solids) hairpins etc.;
 Shin/instep guards is made of white cloth (not plastic), exhausted
guards is not acceptable;
 Competitors must be stand by in red/white corner before 2 bouts
of yours, late competitors without permission of organizer will
forfeit their entry.

Regulation. KATA
Points are awarded only for kata I.K.O. International Kyokushin kaikan Union.
In kata competitions, points from the preliminary rounds are summed up and
taken into account in the final. The grading scale with a step of 0.5 points is used.
Men

1 round
Obligatory kata

Men 16+
Women 16+

Points

2 round

Final

Optional kata

Choose one kata with
the exception of the
kata, which is already
executed in the
second round

1. YANTSU
2. TSUKI NO
KATA
3. SAIHA
4. GEKISAI SHO
5. GEKISAI DAI

1. SUSHI -HO
2. KANKU

1. SUSHI -HO
2. KANKU

3. SEIENCHIN
4. SEIPAI

3. SEIENCHIN
4. SEIPAI

Maximum score 8.0

Maximum score 10.0

Maximum score 10.0

APPLICATIONS FOR PARTICIPATION.
To become a participant in the Tournament a team shall send the documents to
the following e-mail: russian_union@hotmail.com - chief Secretary Tatyana
Kartashova
Online versions of the following documents:
1. Team application form (form №1)
2. Visa application form (form №2)
3. Good quality photo of a competitor in dogi, judge, representative for World
Cup magazine
Application deadline – August 1, 2019

On registration of participants 05.10.2019 it is necessary:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Original application form (form №1)
Agreement form for each participant (form №3)
Medical insurance(certificate) for each participant (form №4)
Entry fee of a competitor 80 Euro
Teams need to take the flag of their country with them and give it to the
organizers at registration.

Financial liability:
Participant's fee in one type of program
The participation fee in two events:
Kumite and Kata
Sayonara
Welcome party for national
representatives
Meal for judges on the tournament
Meal for national representatives of the
countries at the tournament
Buses and delivery of fighters and
representatives to the competition site
and back.

80 Euro
100 Euro
25 Euro
Free
Free
Free
Free

Conditions for spectators and participants:
Auditorium
Purchase a ticket - 15 Euro
Guests, fans,
Accompanyings.

Competition hall
Entrance by special pass.
Free.
Team representative,
Dojo operator, referee, sportsman

If you and your team are going to the world Cup with guests, fans, accompanying
please inform us about the purchase of tickets in advance. Preparing a great colorful
show, for the promotion of the "Kyokushinkaikan Union" this tournament will be
well advertised in Russia. Guests from the countries will have priority only until
September 1, then the unused seats will go on sale and maybe there will be no places
left for the day of the tournament. Please note that fans will be able to enter the
competition area only after the end of the tournament.
Official hotel of the competition:
Moscow, Hotel Izmailovo "VEGA»,
Moscow, 71 Izmaylovskoye highway, 3B
Tel: +7 (800) 550-04-23
You can book the hotel yourself.
Official site https://www.hotel-vega.ru/eng
Double room costs: 3000 - 3500 Rub /40- 50 Euro/
Twin room costs 3000 - 3500 Rub /40- 50 Euro/
Single room costs 3000 - 3500 Rub /40- 50 Euro/

You can also book a hotel through the organizers with a discount.
E-mail: ess.88.88@mail.ru - senpai Eugene Semeryanov, responsible for hotel
accommodation, booking tickets to the auditorium for the world Cup, responsible for
ordering souvenirs
Meeting of representatives, registration of athletes, welcome party, Sayonara,
gathering of participants and departure to the sports Palace – all these events will be
held in the official hotel.
Souvenirs of the 6th world Cup:
By the beginning of the competition will be made Talisman of the 6th world Cup and
a lot of different Souvenirs, t-shirts and other memorable products for fans and all
who love Kyokushin Karate. The list and photos will be sent to you in advance. If
you make an order in advance and contact us, you will receive an order upon arrival
at the team registration. It will be very convenient not only for the organizers, but
also for the teams and participants.
These regulations are an official invitation to
6th Kyokushin karate world Cup.
OSU!

